
Post-Date Back Series of 1882 and 1902 
National Bank Note Changeover Serial Numbers

Introduction 
My article in the January-February 2015 issue of Paper Money was a comprehensive look at how 

the Treasury handled the transition from the date back to post-date back national bank notes. The 
transition began on July 1, 1915 with the expiration of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act. 

A piece of that puzzle that was not treated was a summary of the key Treasury sheet serial 
numbers involved in the changeover. The critical Treasury serial numbers and the dates when they were 
delivered to the Comptroller of the Currency of most interest are (1) the last Series of 1882 and 1902 date 
backs and (2) the first Series of 1882 value backs and 1902 plain backs for each sheet combination. 

Getting at those serials is a very technical proposition because the delivery schedules for 1915 
where the Treasury serial were recorded became water damaged so they were discarded. Table 1 
represents the current state-of-the- art in my attempt to reconstruct them. It represents a work in progress 
that can be refined as new Treasury serial numbers become available in our census data bases. 

Post-Date Back Changeover 
The complication that made the switch to the post-date back designs so different from the startup 

of the date backs was that there was simultaneous production of the date and post-date back types within 
five of the eight available sheet combinations. Those five were the 1882 10-10-10-10 and 50-50-50-100 
and 1902 5-5-5-5, 10-10-10-20 and 50-50-50-100 combinations. The result was that Treasury serial 
numbering alternated back and forth between the types during the periods of concurrent production. 
Concurrent production lasted in the extreme for eleven years for the 1902 50-50-50-100 combination. 

The period during which the mixing occurred and the range of impacted Treasury serial numbers 
can be read from Table 1 as the difference between the first post-date back and last date back entries for a 
particular sheet combination. 

A given printing for a specific bank during the period of mixing always consisted of one type. 
The following rigid protocol dictated which faces were mated with which backs. 

 Printings from new face plates without the “or other securities” clause always had to be
mated with 1882 value or 1902 plain backs depending on the series.

 Printings from “or other securities” face plates had to be mated with feed stock consisting
of backs with dates until those stocks were consumed. Only after the date back feed
stocks were depleted were “or other securities” faces mated with new backs.
The changeovers to the new backs were abrupt only within the Series of 1882 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-

10-20 and 1902 10-10-10-10 combinations. These three changeovers were abrupt – within a day or so in 
the numbering division - because no post-date back face plates had been made in those combinations prior 
to the depletion of available preprinted date back feed stocks. Consequently there were no printings with 
new backs that had to be inserted into the ongoing production streams. 
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Obviously we would like to know the key Treasury serial numbers and also the banks that 
received them for all eight of the available combinations. This is not possible because the 1915 delivery 
schedules are missing for 1915. However much of the information can be recreated or approximated so 
the results are presented on Table 1. 

Table 1.  Key national bank note Treasury sheet serial numbers during the transition to the post‐date back types. 

Italics indicate sheet combinations where the changeover between the date back and post‐date back types did not 
involve mixed concurrent production of the types for more than at most a day or so.   

Bank Serial 
Delivery Datea  Bank Ch No  Treasury Serial  if Known 

First Series of 1882 value backs 
5‐5‐5‐5  Jul 30‐Aug 5, 1915  unknown        R622663 calculated  ‐‐‐ 
10‐10‐10‐10  Apr 10, 1915  Wells Fargo Nevada NB  San Francisco  CA  5105  B42356  341001 
10‐10‐10‐20  Aug 24‐27, 1915  unknown   T484649 calculated  ‐‐‐ 
50‐50‐50‐100  Feb 11, 1919  Winters NB  Dayton  OH  2604  A161090  1   

First Series of 1902 blue seal plain backs 
5‐5‐5‐5  Jul 1, 1915  Hartford‐Aetna NB  Hartford  CT  1338  approx M260000B  1 
10‐10‐10‐10  Jul 19, 1915  First NB  Vian  OK  10573  N107789  1 
10‐10‐10‐20  Jul 1, 1915  First NB  Hebron  ND  10741  approx N820000B  1 
50‐50‐50‐100  Aug 5, 1915  Atlantic NB  New York  NY  1080  A733557 calculated  1 

Last Series of 1882 date backs 
5‐5‐5‐5  Jul 30‐Aug 5, 1915  unknown   R622662 calculated  ‐‐‐ 
10‐10‐10‐10  Sep 21, 1921  Des Moines NB  Des Moines  IA  2583  B199580  52750 
10‐10‐10‐20  Aug 24‐27, 1915  unknown   T484648 calculated  ‐‐‐ 
50‐50‐50‐100  Sep 2, 1921  Second NB  Danville  IL  2584  A172139  2960 

Last Series of 1902 date backs 
5‐5‐5‐5  Jul 6, 1915  unknown   approx M300000B  ‐‐‐ 
10‐10‐10‐10  Jul 9‐19, 1915  unknown   N107788  ‐‐‐ 
10‐10‐10‐20  Jul 7, 1915  unknown   approx N856000B  ‐‐‐ 
50‐50‐50‐100  Feb 15, 1926  Northern NB  Ashland  WI  3607  none  1339 

a..Delivery Date  is when  the shipment containing  the sheet was delivered  from  the Bureau of Engraving and Printing  to  the 
Comptroller of the Currency.  Entries with a range of dates imply that the changeover occurred between the dates shown based 
on the current status of recorded Treasury serial numbers in the National Currency Foundation census. 

I recreated as much of the missing data as possible using available delivery schedules, 
certification dates on face plate proofs in the National Numismatic Collection, and calculated production 
totals from the BEP annual reports. If I knew the date when a desired unknown Treasury serial was 
printed, I could estimate its number using bracketing Treasury serials in the National Currency 
Foundation census that I could date in the National Currency and Bond Ledgers. Conversely if I knew a 
Treasury serial but not when it was printed, I could obtain bracketing dates for it using adjacent Treasury 
serials from the National Currency Foundation census, which I could date in the National Currency and 
Bond Ledgers.

The only hope for resolving the ambiguities that remain awaits discovery of notes that can be 
used to prove or tighten the information that is presented. Be aware that the data in Table 1 revises and 
renders obsolete similar data that I have published in the past. 

Two important first post-date back Treasury serials will be profiled in order to demonstrate how 
the entries on Table 1 were obtained. These discussions are rather arcane but it is appropriate that I record 
how I got at some of the data presented in Table 1. 

First 82VB 10-10-10-10 Sheet 
Ironclad information exists for the first Series of 1882 10-10-10-10 value back sheet. 
Only four banks utilized Series of 1882 value back notes printed from 10-10-10-10 plates. They 
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were: The Wells Fargo Nevada National Bank of San Francisco (5105), The First National Bank of 
Chickasha, Oklahoma (5431), The City National Bank of Holyoke, Massachusetts (2430), and The 
Peoples National Bank of Lawrenceburgh, Indiana (2612). The first delivery dates for their 10-10-10-10 
value backs were April 16, 1916, March 28, 1917, July 25, 1917 and October 8, 1921, respectively. 

The delivery schedule exists for the all-important Wells Fargo Nevada printing. It shows that the 
first 10-10-10-10 value back sheet carried sheet serial numbers B42356-341001. 

First 02PB 50-50-50-100 Sheet 
I was able to compute the first Treasury sheet serial number used on a Series of 1902 plain back 

50-50-50-100, but be forewarned that this one is not ironclad. 
The first Series of 1902 50-50-50-100 face plate made without an “or other securities” clause 

after the Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired on June 30, 1915 was for the Atlantic National Bank of the City of 
New York (1080). It was certified for use July 23, 1915. The bank had undergone a title change on July 
13th from The Merchants Exchange National Bank of the City of New York so a new plate was required. 
Printings from it had to be mated with plain backs because it did not have an “or other securities” clause. 

There were no other Series of 1902 50-50-50-100 face plates without the clause at the time. 
Consequently printings from the New York plate were the first to use 50-50-50-100 plain backs. 

The National Currency and Bonds Ledgers reveal that the first printing from it consisted of 120 
sheets that were received at the Comptroller’s office on August 5, 1915. However, Treasury serials were 
not recorded in those ledgers. Furthermore no notes are reported from the printing and the delivery 
schedules for 1915 are missing that could yield the first Treasury serial. 

To get at it I used the fact from the National Currency and Bond Ledgers that the first printing of 
the New York 1902 50-50-50-100s was delivered to the Comptroller’s office on August 5, 1915. Next I 
arranged all the 1902 50-50-50-100 Treasury serials in the National Currency Foundation census in order. 
Then I sequentially looked up in the National Currency and Bond Ledgers all the 1902 50-50-50-100 
deliveries for notes printed after the Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired until I passed the deliveries made on 
August 5, 1915. There were no others on August 5th, but through good fortune there was a reported 02DB 
$50s from The Manufactures National Bank of Newark, New Jersey (2040), bearing numbers A733327-
1171 from a delivery consisting of sheets 1101 to 1400 received August 4, 1915, the day before the New 
York delivery. 

Assuming there were no intervening 50-50-50-100 date back printings sandwiched between the 
Newark and New York deliveries yields a first 02PB Treasury sheet serial on the New York printing of 

Figure 1. The first Series of 1882 value back 10-10-10-10 Treasury sheet serial 
number, B42356, was used on the first printing from the EE-FF-GG-HH plate for The 
Well Fargo Nevada National Bank. The plate was a duplicate that happened to be 
the first of its combination made after expiration of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act. Faces 
printed from it had to be mated with value backs because it didn’t have the Aldrich-
Vreeland “or other securities” clause. 
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A733557. Potential intervening deliveries were invisible to me because no notes from them are recorded 
in the census. Probably there weren’t any because 50-50-50-100 deliveries were infrequent. 

Hopefully a $50 or $100 note from the first printing for the Atlantic National Bank will turn up to 
validate or correct my calculation. 

Realities 
The completeness of Table 1 suffers from missing delivery schedules because the all-important 

1915 schedules were lost many decades ago. That information was typed on thin brittle paper and bound 
into thick books with cardboard covers using cord stitched through two punch holes on the left margin of 
the forms. The surviving schedules reveal that a flood caused considerable damage to them, probably 
when they were still housed in the Treasury Building. It appears that the books on the bottom of the heap 
were damaged beyond salvation so they were discarded. 
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Figure 2. The first Series of 1902 plain back 50-50-50-100 Treasury sheet serial 
number was used on the first printing from the Atlantic National Bank plate, a title 
change plate that was the first of that combination made after the expiration of the 
Aldrich-Vreeland Act. The number is calculated to have been A733557. 
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